Fast Pain Relief
Body cream using zeolite minerals is truly a breakthrough in natural pain relief. The cream is made by adding special, micropulverized zeolite minerals to a nontoxic cream base.

How do the unique zeolite minerals work? First, the heretofore unknown power of zeolite minerals can help rapidly detoxify many chemicals and toxins in your body, by way of your skin. Secondly, zeolite minerals can help to strengthen the integrity of your skin’s network system and help open blocked energetic pathways. This can mean fast pain relief.

What is Zeolite?
Zeolite minerals are one of the most exciting discoveries for our toxic times. Zeolite is an extraordinary form of colloidal silicate mineral with a complex, naturally occurring geometric pyramidal molecular arrangement with an internal electron filter-like sieve. Due to this unique design, worldwide research has shown that zeolite minerals have maximum cation exchange capacity (C.E.C.) -- more than any other known substance on earth.

Maximum C.E.C. means that the minerals can help quickly and efficiently neutralize many toxic and even deadly substances--such as heavy metals, environmental pollutants, toxic chemicals and even radiation. In fact, its ability to neutralize deadly radioactive particles was one reason zeolite became so famous and highly sought after.

One study estimated that zeolite minerals, simply spread over ground contaminated with deadly radioactive fall-out, could enable the area to be reinhabited and produce normal crops again within 6 months (an area that would have been deemed uninhabitable for centuries to come!).

The Ultimate Detox
Zeolite’s maximum C.E.C. can mean the ultimate detox -- absorbing and neutralizing many toxins via the skin. Unbelievably, many personal care products as well as cleaning products are loaded with toxic chemicals which can bio-accumulate in your skin and connective tissue, aging you faster and creating painful blockages. Common examples of chemicals to avoid in your home care products are sodium lauryl sulfate, propylene glycol, methyl and propyl paraben, and synthetic fragrance. Unfortunately, we all have had significant exposure to chemical toxins. Zeolite cream may be the best answer to help rapidly clear these toxic residue bio-accumulations.

Bioelectricity of Human Beings
We are just beginning to understand the bioelectrical nature of human beings. A large network of interacting electromagnetic channels has been thoroughly mapped on the human body. This network corresponds with the ancient acupuncture meridians, channels of energy that send electromagnetic signals throughout the body to govern each of its functions.

These lines of electromagnetic force can be weakened or disrupted, as when the body is cut or injured. When these channels are weakened, the bioelectrical messages generated by
the brain can no longer adequately travel to their appropriate destination, such as an organ or muscle, or may not be able to travel at all. This, in turn, would mean further malfunction or decreased efficiency of that organ or muscle.

Old Scars: Breaks in the Body’s Electricity

Research has shown that pathological scar tissue can create an electric force of up to 1.5 volts against the rest of the body. A scar can create abnormal electrical signaling that disturbs the functioning of the nervous system. A curious finding is that this abnormal signaling often does NOT occur at the site of the scar, but reflexes to a distant site. For example, a scar on the right leg may reflex and cause puzzling pain in the left shoulder (without any pain in the right leg where the scar is). Any scar can reflex anywhere in the body. In the future, the job of the practitioner will be to identify whether a scar is reactive and to which body sites it may be reflexing.

Here are a few examples of how scars can reflex and create symptoms in distant parts of the body. A woman who has a cesarian section scar from childbirth may often later have digestive problems and low back pain (see chart). If the blocked pathway of her abdominal scar is cleared, these symptoms can dramatically disappear. Another example of a scar creating pain at a distant site is a tooth extraction. The disrupted field in the vacant tooth socket can reflex to an area in the head or neck and can create frequent headaches and/or tight neck and shoulder muscles.

Not all scars present a problem or reflex to other body areas. Our research suggests that the individual’s nutritional status at the time of the injury or trauma is most important. If the person had relatively good nutrition at the time of the injury, typically the scar will heal to the best of its abilities. However, adults have often become more toxic and frequently suffer from increasingly poorer nutrition, so scars received as an adult may be much harder for the body to heal.

Remember, a reactive scar rarely hurts or presents a problem at the site of the scar itself. It is the electrical disturbance from this scar reflexing to other areas that gives rise to painful complaints.

Old Injuries: Breaks in the Body’s Pathways

In addition to scars, other body traumas can weaken the electromagnetic system and create an interference field. For example, a car accident causing a whiplash to the neck may create a weakened, traumatized neck area which may then impede normal functioning of the nervous system. Although no scar is actually present, the trauma can create an area of impedance, resulting in deficient nerve flow in the neck.

Another example might be a football player who has an old football injury caused by being hit very hard repeatedly in the side of the leg during tackles. Though this may have been far in the past, the traumatized, toughened tissue in the leg can become an interference field, blocking normal electrical impulses. This can then reflex to other body areas such as the lower back or an ankle and cause pain there. In other words, the low back pain or ankle pain may really originate from the reflex of the break in the electrical field of the traumatized leg, even though it may have occurred years ago. Since there is usually no pain at the site of the traumatized leg area, it is difficult to determine where the original problem is coming from.

Healing Traumatized Body Areas

How can you eliminate the reflexes of these old scars or traumatized areas that become interference fields that create abnormal signals to other body areas? Our answer is zeolite cream! The goal is to systematically clear all reflexes from scar and trauma areas, in order to open up blocked pathways and clear abnormal electrical signals which may be causing pain or discomfort.

The zeolite cream is simply massaged into old scar areas or old trauma sites, such as an old football injury, a fall on the tailbone, pierced ears, scars from old surgeries, scars from cosmetic surgery, old accidents, scratches, rug burns, skin burns, bites, etc. It doesn’t matter how old the scars or traumas are. Even old scars can generate very powerful reflexes, creating pain and discomfort at distant sites. The origin of disturbing reflexes are almost impossible to diagnose without training in the classical electrical pathways of the human body. Zeolite cream can help clear these troublesome electrical zap-outs.

How to Use Zeolite Cream

We recommend massaging a small amount of zeolite cream into the scar or traumatized area daily. Since zeolite minerals are powerful detoxifiers, we recommend treating only one to three body areas per day. In addition to old scar or trauma sites, we often recommend treating the kidney area (low back area), since your kidneys are the major filter of toxins and pollutants that find their way into your blood. Avoid applying zeolite cream on open sores or fresh wounds.

If you have a recent cut or bruise, massage the cream around the area (not in the cut directly) to help it heal faster — to prevent an interference field from developing.

Great Results!

Many people who have used zeolite cream rave about the results. Some people report that even after many years, their old scars faded and almost completely disappeared. For others, the visible scar itself did not disappear, although the disturbed electrical reflex cleared and completely eliminated painful areas of many years duration. Zeolite cream is for external use only.

Also try using the cream directly on a painful area itself, such as a painful knee, frontal headache, or painful knuckle. Many people have been surprised at how quickly the pain has vanished.

Nutritional Support For Body Trauma

In addition to using zeolite cream to help clear traumas and abnormal reflexes, be sure to adopt a comprehensive nutritional program. This should include a healthy diet and exercise along with state-of-the-art nutritional supplementation including plant-based vitamins, minerals, probiotics, healthy oils and antioxidants. In this age of rampant toxicity, you need a surefire daily plan if you want to achieve and keep radiant health.
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